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Abstract - Lumped element equivalent circuits that accurately represent the electrical behavior of H.F. n-winding transformers are now available. These circuits suit for time domain simulation but evaluation of their parameters relies on measurements. In order to avoid prototype manufacturing, engineers need to deduce same parameters from geometrical and physical data and, to carry out optimization, they prefer analytical approach to fem one. This paper shows how to do this for planar transformers which have simple geometry. Comparison of results with experimental data is given and analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a long time, representation of the electrical behavior of a H.F. transformer has been an unsolved problem. After several successive improvements, equivalent circuits able to do this accurately are now available, even for n-winding-components [1]. As long as transformers behave linearly, magnetic and capacitive couplings are correctly described, as well as losses, by lumped elements circuits.

Owing to the lumped elements nature of these circuits, they suit for time domain electronic simulation of the whole electronic circuit, with any circuit simulator like PSpice [2]. All the values of the components included in these circuits can be deduced from well chosen impedance measurements, according to methods which have been described elsewhere [3, 4, 5].

Of course, using this way to know the parameters of the equivalent circuit supposes that a prototype has been built. Because recent technology prototypes are expensive and their realization is time consuming, engineers wish to reduce the number of such prototypes. With this in mind, methods to deduce the values of equivalent circuit parameters from the physical and geometrical description of the component are expected. In view of entering an optimization process, it is more desirable to do this by analytical calculation rather than by fem simulation.

Analytical studies related to this wide field are still in progress but, for simple shape planar transformers, needed theoretical material to do this is already available [6, 7]. In this paper, we apply this theoretical work to deduce the equivalent circuit of such a planar transformer.

Nowadays, planar transformers are widely used in H.F. converters because they are mechanically robust (due to the PCB structure of their windings), their electrical characteristics are reproducible (especially for capacitive aspects) and their thermal draining is efficient owing to their slim shape. Moreover, if carefully designed, they offer high power efficiency that make them very attractive for H.F. systems embedded in aircrafts (Fig. 1).

In section II-A, we precise geometrical assumptions on which our theoretical approach is based. Then (section II-B), we present this theory. According to it, each layer (conductive, insulating or magnetic) gone through inside the transformer is represented by an electrical circuit which, includes frequency dependant impedances. Equivalent circuit of the whole transformer is obtained by connecting all together these elementary circuits.

In section II-C, a transformation of this circuit that avoids presence of negative real part impedances is presented. Then, (section II-D) frequency dependant impedances are replaced by sets of lumped elements in small numbers in order to ease time domain simulations.

Section II-E is dedicated to the capacitive aspects representation. The above mentioned model doesn't take this into account. For this reason, an independent and simple model is added.

Finally, in section III, an industrial transformer (Fig. 1) is studied. We catch this opportunity to explain how to use specifications of the ferrite core to account its losses, the effect of grinding and the introduction of an air gap. For this component, measurements are compared to model predictions. The fit is quite good and most of observed disagreements are explained. Some of these explanations are experimentally checked.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS

A. Geometry of the Concerned Transformers

A large part of planar transformer appears as a stack of different types of layers which are either conductive or insulating or, also, magnetic. In such a physical structure, energy exchanges between conductive layers intervene mainly through plane waves perpendicular to the layers.

Derivation of the theoretical results supposes that each layer of the transformer is a finite width, finite length, piece of an infinite plane layer. Moreover, it is assumed that all layers of the stack have the same widths and lengths and that they are all aligned face to face.

According to these assumptions, two extensions can be considered. First, a conductive layer can be made of several parallel and identical wires connected in series. In this case, because the current is the same in all strands,
current distribution through the width of the layer is quite uniform and results are close to that of a homogeneous layer. Second, as long as curvature radius is much larger than layer thickness, curvature can be neglected. This is why some transformers having windings made of cylindrically wound foil can be studied this way.

B. Equivalent Circuit Representing a Conductive Plate

Let us consider (Fig. 2) a parallelepiped piece of a homogenous, isotropic material. We also assume that this material behaves linearly, so, for harmonic studies, its electrical properties are described by a few complex parameters (permittivity, permeability and conductivity) which can vary with frequency. Indeed, as shown by Maxwell-Ampere equation (1), when conductivity is not null, it gives a major contribution to the imaginary part of permittivity and, in every case, it can be grouped with that parameter, so the material is completely described, at each frequency, by only two complex constants: permittivity $\varepsilon$ and permeability $\mu$.

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\varepsilon \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} + \mu \nabla \times \mathbf{H}$$

if: $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_d + \frac{\sigma}{j\omega}$

(1)

Now, have a look to the device shown in figure 2. This piece of an infinite conductive plate of thickness $a$, normal to $Oz$, has a width $b$ and a length $c$. The plate is exposed to incident and reflected plane waves on both its faces. Magnetic field is, anywhere, parallel to $Oy$. An electric power supply, which forces a current $I$ per unit of width and a voltage $V$ per unit of length, is also connected to this plate. This external circuit adds a uniform electric field $E_r$ inside the plate and it allows conduction current to flow inside. Attenuation of a plane wave going through a homogenous and isotropic infinite plate is a well-known problem. It is shown [8] that, while going from one plate side to the other, complex amplitude of magnetic field is multiplied by $A$, given by (2). The same attenuation holds for the reverse direction of propagation.

$$A = e^{-j\omega}$$ with: $\omega = \omega \sqrt{\mu \varepsilon a}$

(2)

Accounting for continuity of electric and magnetic fields on both surfaces, it becomes possible to express (3) total electric field on left and right sides ($E_l$ and $E_r$) and electric field $E_t$ in terms of total magnetic field on both sides ($H_l$ and $H_r$) and current per unit of width $J$.

$$E_l - E_r = Z_c \frac{1 - A}{1 + A} H_l + Z_c \frac{2A}{1 - A^2} J$$

$$E_r - E_l = Z_c \frac{2A}{1 - A^2} J - Z_c \frac{1 - A}{1 + A} H_r$$

(3)

where: $Z_c = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\varepsilon}}$

This linear system, which connects three power sources (an electromagnetic field on each face and an electric power supply), behaves as a three port circuit. However, considering that total magnetic field on both faces and total current circulating inside the layer are linked by Ampere's theorem, the three inputs of this circuit are not independent so its representation is simpler than expected (Fig. 3).

Input-output symmetry of this circuit results of corresponding symmetry of the layer and the two included impedances are given by (4).

$$Z_{f1} = Z_c \frac{1 - A}{1 + A} = j \frac{Z_c}{\tan(\phi/2)}$$

$$Z_{f2} = Z_c \frac{2A}{1 - A^2} = -j \frac{Z_c}{\sin \phi}$$

(4)

A simple change of circuit shown in figure 3 brings electrical variables linked to the external circuit into light. Indeed, replacing $J$ by $I$ (total current supplied by the source) needs only a multiplication by the plate width $b$. In the same way, electric fields can be replaced by voltage owing to a multiplication by the plate length $c$. So, after multiplication of all currents by $b$ and all electrical fields by $c$, circuit of figure 4 is consistent with that of figure 3 if $Z_{f1}$ and $Z_{f2}$ are both multiplied by $c/b$ to gives $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ (5).

$$Z_1 = j \frac{Z_c}{b} \frac{1}{\tan(\phi/2)}$$

$$Z_2 = -j \frac{Z_c}{b} \frac{1}{\sin \phi}$$

(5)

At last, if a conducting layer is made of $N$ strands connected in series, input current source must be multiplied by $N$ to give the total current going through the layer while input voltage must be divided by $N$ to obtain the voltage across one strand. This is easily done by introducing an $N$-ratio coupler (Fig. 4). In practice, we keep this coupler in the circuit, even when its ratio is 1, to insure electrical insulation of each electrical input.
To understand the meaning of impedance \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \), it is in interesting to look at their low frequency limits (6).

\[
Z_1 = j \sqrt{\mu c a \left( \frac{1}{b} \right) \omega} e^{-\omega} = \frac{1}{\omega b} \mu c a
\]

\[
Z_2 = -j \sqrt{\mu c a \left( \frac{1}{b} \right) \omega} e^{\omega} = -\frac{1}{\omega b} c
\]

In the low frequency side, \( Z_1 \) is the inductance given by a reluctance of permeability \( \mu \) (equal to \( \mu_0 \) for copper), length \( b \) and section \( ca/2 \). It looks like the leakage inductance introduced by half the thickness of the plate (magnetic field is parallel to dimension \( b \)). In the same range of frequency, \( Z_2 \) is the resistance of the plate because, in low frequency, second term of (1) dominates the value of \( \varepsilon \), so first fraction of \( Z_2 \) in (6) is the reverse of \( \sigma \). We must admit that, despite their complicated expressions that account for their frequency variations, these impedances appear quite natural.

For a non supplied plate (insulator, magnetic material) vertical branch of circuit of fig. 4 is not relevant and circuit reduces to unique impedance equal to 2 \( Z_1 \). So, according to this, an insulating layer of thickness \( a \), is introduced, in the electrical circuit, as an inductance \( l_a \) given by (7).

\[
l_a = \mu_0 \frac{ac}{b}
\]

Same reasoning leads to represent a magnetic layer by an inductance \( l_m \) (having losses) given by (8). Because theory suppose magnetic field is null outside the core [9], electric field is null on the external surface of this plate and one terminal of related impedance is at the reference voltage. So, it is useful to remind these impedances supply the return path for all currents injected as shown in Fig. 5.

\[
l_m = \mu \frac{ac}{b}
\]

This value is tightly linked to the \( al \) factor (inductance per square turn) given by core manufacturers. Generally it equals twice this value because two plates are needed to represent the whole magnetic core. Despite core permeability is given on a wide frequency range, only low frequency value of the inductance per square turn is commonly specified. Its value in H.F. is calculated as follows (9).

\[
al(f) = al(0) \frac{f}{f(0)}
\]

C. Representation of a Plate Using Passive Impedances

Frequency dependant impedances are not easily taken into account by circuit simulation software and using them for time domain simulation is quite impossible. For this reason, we now look for lumped element circuits that can accurately replace circuits found above.

Because permeability of an insulating layer is equal to that of vacuum on the whole frequency range, its representation only require a constant inductance. Capacitive aspects will be studied in II-E.

Representation of a magnetic layer must account for all aspects of permeability variation with frequency, including losses. The needed impedance is designed, in each case, by looking at manufacturer data. An example will be given in section III. The roughest approximation is given by an inductance paralleled by a resistance often called "iron losses resistor".

Conductive plate is more complicated to represent (several impedances to design) and, due to eddy current effects, its impedances begin varying at rather low frequency so these variations can’t be neglected at all.

In a first try, we kept the resistor \( rdc \) found as the low frequency limit of \( Z_2 \) (6) in series and we remarked that the remaining part of \( Z_2 \) was negative. That led us to introduce a second coupler in the circuit (Fig. 5) to naturally account for this negative part on the mutual impedance. Identification of circuits of figures 4 and 5 gives expressions of \( A \) and \( B \).

\[
A = Z_1 + 2Z_2 - 2rdc \quad \text{and} \quad B = rdc - Z_2
\]

where: \( rdc = \frac{1}{\sigma} \frac{c}{ab} \)

Frequency dependence of these impedances (11) is clarified by returning to (2), (3), (5) and (6).

\[
A = rdc 2 \left\{ \frac{1 - (1 - j) \frac{f}{f_{s}}}{\tan \left( \frac{1 - (1 - j) \frac{f}{f_{s}}}{2} \right)} - 1 \right\}
\]

\[
B = rdc 1 - \frac{2 (1 - j) \frac{f}{f_{s}}}{\sin \left( 2 (1 - j) \frac{f}{f_{s}} \right)}
\]

In these expressions, \( f_s \) (we call skin frequency) is the frequency for which skin depth \( \delta \) (12) equals half the plate thickness \( a \) (12). Its value is close to 1 MHz for a 125 \( \mu m \) thick copper layer.

\[
\delta = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\omega \sigma \mu_0}} \Rightarrow f_s = \frac{4}{a^2 \pi \sigma \mu_0}
\]

Owing to this change, involved impedances \( A \) and \( B \) have positive real parts and their frequency behaviors are consistent with that of passive impedances (Fig 6). Impedances \( B \) shows strongly damped resonances that are related to propagation through the plate. Fig. 7 shows that these resonances appear when thickness is a half integer multiple of the wavelength \( \lambda \) (= 2\( \pi \delta \) in this material).
of original circuit, over the full frequency range. A slight adjustment of component values suffices to reach targeted accuracy (Fig. 9). Component expressions are grouped in table 1.

**TABLE 1. Expressions of Component Values for B.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_B$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{6}ldc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_B$</td>
<td>$\frac{10}{7}rdc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LB_2$</td>
<td>$2380rdc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RB_2$</td>
<td>$1089rdc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$LB_3$</td>
<td>$7865rdc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$RB_3$</td>
<td>$4869rdc$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, we focus on impedance $A$. On the low frequency side, this impedance behaves as an inductance equal to $ldc/6$. Beyond .77 fs this approximation is not accurate enough (fig. 6). To extend the frequency range of validity, we alternatively divide and multiply this initial impedance, by a degree 1 polynomial as shown by (13). We note this impedance $Am (m$ like model).

$$Am = \frac{1}{6}ldc \frac{2\pi f}{f_c} \frac{1}{1 + j \frac{f}{f_c}} \frac{1}{1 + j \frac{f}{f_c}} \ldots$$

(13)

In practice, to adjust parameters $f_{c1}$ to $f_{c3}$, we introduce related terms one by one. For one extra term, we adjust $f_{c1}$ to keep the modulus of the ratio: $Am / A$, in the allowed interval (.99 to 1.01) up till a frequency as high as possible. Then, we add the term that depends on $f_{c2}$ and, starting from the previous value of $f_{c2}$ we adjust $f_{c3}$ to extend the frequency limit of accuracy as high as possible. We find $f_{c3}$ using the same method so parameters of expression (13) are now all known.

To finish that process, we express $Am/ldc$ as a function of $s = j2\pi f$ and we expand this rational fraction of...
s in simple elements. Each of them is easily identified to a $Lp-Rp$ cell. Corresponding circuit is represented in figure 10 and component values are given in table 2. Accuracy of modulus and phase is checked in figure 11. It reaches our target from d.c. up till 46.2 fs.

TABLE 2. EXPRESSIONS OF COMPONENT VALUES FOR $A$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$LA_1$</th>
<th>$LA_2$</th>
<th>$RA_1$</th>
<th>$RA_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.115 $l $dc</td>
<td>51.4 $10^{-3}$ $l $dc</td>
<td>4.93 $r $dc</td>
<td>15.92 $r $dc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated before, validity of equivalent circuit for $A$ has, contrary to $B$, a high frequency limit. However, let us remind that, for a 125 $\mu$m thick copper layer, $f_s$ is located at about 1 MHz so, with usual thickness used in planar technology, we can be confident in proposed circuits up till, at least, 20 MHz. At this frequency, we have no manufacturer data regarding our magnetic core.

E. Representation of Capacitive Behavior

Theory presented above relies on the propagation of plane waves normally to all plates. For this reason, the only component of electric field taken into account is parallel to the plates. Obviously, this component is not the most significant for the study of capacitive properties. To compensate this lack, another model is now joined to former one.

In studied transformers, metallic plates of length c and width b are separated by dielectric material of thickness a. This suggests introducing a simple capacitor between each pair of metallic plates but, contrary to plane capacitors, metallic plates are not equipotential. Indeed, electrostatic field in these regions depends on 3 independent voltages.

If we suppose, for each metallic layer (= one turn), that potential varies linearly when going from one terminal to the opposite, electric field in each dielectric layer is easily computed and, according to [11], 6 capacitors (Fig. 12), placed between the four terminals of the two surrounding conductive layers, suit to fully account for electrostatic properties.

In figure 12, $C_0$ equals the capacitance of a plane capacitor (= $\varepsilon$ $bc/a$). This value is seen between the two layers when they both have a null voltage across them. Two negatives values appear in this circuit but all directly measurable capacitances are positive.

III. COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

A. Component Short Description

Tested component is that shown in figure 1. It is a 3-windings device made of 38 copper layers among which are 14 screens. All these layers are 105 $\mu$m thick and they are separated by same insulating material of various thickness. Magnetic core comes from TDK. It is a PQ59 core that has been machined as described below. It is made of PC40 ferrite.

B. Circuit Introduced in PSpice

To begin, every copper layer is represented by circuits shown in figures 5, 9 and 10. For a thickness of 105 $\mu$m, skin frequency $f_s$ equals 1.5 MHz. Looking at figures 9 and 11, one can know the expected accuracy of this representation.

Used insulating material is a composite one, the relative permittivity of which is close to 4.5. All insulating layer, including electrostatic screens, have been represented according to figure 12. These circuits are connected to floating sides of input couplers belonging to adjacent conductive layers.

Representation of ferrite layers needs some extra explanations. First, PQ 59 core has been ground in order to first reduce its thickness of 5 mm, second, introduce an .37 mm thick air gap air gap. This reduces inductance per square turn $Al$ to $Alm$ as follows. Initial length of mean field line equals 80 mm and 10.37 mm is subtracted of this length so:

$$Alm = Al \frac{80}{69.63} \quad \text{where} \quad Al = 12.81 \ \mu H/N^2$$

$$Alm = 14.72 \ \mu H/N^2$$

In practice, this inductance is not pure, it slightly varies with frequency and it introduces losses. This is directly linked to complex permeability variation (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13. Permeability vs. frequency, as given by TDK

Accounting for this is simple (15) because inductance is proportional to permeability.

$$Alm(f) = Alm \frac{\mu_f(f)}{\mu_f(0)}$$

This modification leads to replace the pure inductance by a four component equivalent circuit (Fig. 14). This simple model agrees with manufacturer data with less than 10% of discrepancy from d.c. to 8 MHz.

To end, we now focus on air gap. Knowing its thickness $e$ and the surface $Sm$ of the magnetic core, calculating its reluctance is easy. Related inductance (the reverse of the reluctance) is a pure inductance given by (16) which intervenes in parallel with impedance linked to ferrite as usual for reluctances in series.

$$L_a = \mu_b \frac{Sm}{e} = 1.56 \ \mu H$$

Due to this inductance in parallel, circuit of Fig. 14 must be used with an inductance value equal to 1.41 $\mu H$.

$$L = 14.7 \ \mu H$$

$$R_1 = 689 \ \Omega$$

$$R_2 = 138 \ \Omega$$

$$C = 392 \ pF$$

Fig. 14. Impedance per square turn: lumped element equivalent circuit

We are now able to complete the introduction of our circuit in PSpice. Because elements are numerous, this is a little bit long but all metallic layers being identical, that piece of circuit is repeated 38 times. Final circuit includes 479 resistors, 542 inductors, 262 capacitors, 76 couplers… for a total of about 1500 components.

As a first step, we use it with sinusoidal excitation in order to compare the results with impedances measured habitually to identify such a component. Despite this transformer owns three windings, to clarify this presentation, we focus on a pair of them. Other one and internal screens are kept floating.

Fig. 16 shows measured and simulated results. $Z_{p0}$ and $Z_{pcc}$ are impedances seen from primary side with, respectively, secondary open and shorted. In the same manner, $Z_{s0}$ and $Z_{scc}$ are seen from the secondary side.

To reach a so good agreement, only one component has been added to the circuit described above: a weak inductance ($6n H$) has been added in series with secondary winding. Indeed, a first simulation showed good agreement for many things but simulated short circuit impedances were about 10 times too weak. After a short moment, it appeared to us that, close to secondary terminals, the structure of our transformer doesn’t respect our model requirements.

Large conductors with screws seen on figure 1 are connected to circular turn by parallel conductors which
equivalent circuit. Result of this is the agreement seen in circuit, in order to reach fine internal behavior.

If necessary, these waveforms can be applied to the circuit, all input waveforms of the transformer are known. After the simulation of the entire circuit with the global equivalent components: generally twenty to fifty. After the suffices to forecast all the external behavior of a 

[3, 4, 5] that lead to a global equivalent circuit which curves like those of figure 16, we have developed methods 

Fortunately, there is an alternate way to proceed. Using heavy to run time domain simulation of a complete circuit. This can be mentioned before, equivalent circuit studied in this paper includes 20 to 50 lumped elements, can be deduced from their component, its complete electrical behavior, from 
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Before concluding, we wish to share our opinion about the relative places of equivalent circuit introduced in this paper and global circuit deduced from measurements. As mentioned before, equivalent circuit studied in this paper can include more than two thousand elements. This can be heavy to run time domain simulation of a complete circuit. Fortunately, there is an alternate way to proceed. Using curves like those of figure 16, we have developed methods 

[3, 4, 5] that lead to a global equivalent circuit which curves like those of figure 16, we have developed methods 

before checking that hypothesis, we replaced our initial short-circuit by a U-shaped one (Fig. 17) in order to prolong incrimum conductors by 2 cm. This, of course, increased the inductance seen from primary side and we deduced the inductance experimentally added to the secondary side. Because conductors responsible for this increase had about the same dimensions that those initially present in the transformer and which are not taken into account, we thought found inductance value also characterized to the guilty part of the transformer. As a conclusion, we introduced an inductance of the same value (6 nH) in series with the secondary winding of our equivalent circuit. Result of this is the agreement seen in Fig. 16.

Before concluding, we wish to share our opinion about the relative places of equivalent circuit introduced in this paper and global circuit deduced from measurements. As mentioned before, equivalent circuit studied in this paper can include more than two thousand elements. This can be heavy to run time domain simulation of a complete circuit. Fortunately, there is an alternate way to proceed. Using curves like those of figure 16, we have developed methods [3, 4, 5] that lead to a global equivalent circuit which suffices to forecast all the external behavior of a transformer, even if submitted to complex waveforms. This global circuit only includes a small number of components: generally twenty to fifty. After the simulation of the entire circuit with the global equivalent circuit, all input waveforms of the transformer are known. If necessary, these waveforms can be applied to the transformer alone, depicted by its detailed equivalent circuit, in order to reach fine internal behavior.

IV. CONCLUSION

A new way of forecasting electrical behavior of planar transformer has been presented. It applies for transformers having simple but common geometries. Assuming they have only a circuit simulator like PSpice, engineers can now deduce, from physical and geometrical description of their component, its complete electrical behavior, from d.c. to several tens of MHz.

Linear H.F. properties of the core, eddy current effects in conductors and stray capacitive effects are taken into account. Owing to the use of a circuit simulator, after the description of the component, the simulation lasts a few seconds. Notice that, with a fem simulator, these problems are very difficult to solve because, at 10 MHz, skin depth equals 20 μm so meshing must be very fine.

Because our equivalent circuit only includes lumped elements, it suits for harmonic studies and complex waveforms as well. Electrical description of the device is complete enough to forecast the results of measurements generally carried out to characterize these components. In a second step, a reduced equivalent circuit, which only includes 20 to 50 lumped elements, can be deduced from these simulated measurements.

Inter-winding impedances, current sharing between parallel turns [11,12], impact of electrical screens on behavior are, among many others, properties that can be studied this way for a fixed topology transformer. More interesting is the possibility of quickly compare several designs for a given component. Following this approach, comparing several interleaving of windings, checking impact of a screen introduction or of a dielectric thickness is done very fast.